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A wave of business innovation is driving the productivity resurgence in the U.S. economy. In Wired for Innovation, Erik Brynjolfsson and Adam Saunders describe how information technology directly or indirectly created this productivity explosion, reversing decades of slow growth. They argue that the companies with the highest level of returns to their technology investment are doing more than just buying technology; they are inventing new forms of organizational capital to become digital organizations. These innovations include a cluster of organizational and business-process changes, including broader sharing of information, decentralized decision-making, linking pay and promotions to performance, pruning of non-core products and processes, and greater investments in training and education.
  
  Brynjolfsson and Saunders go on to examine the real sources of value in the emerging information economy, including intangible inputs and outputs that have defied traditional metrics. For instance, intangible organizational capital is not directly observable on a balance sheet yet amounts to trillions of dollars of value. Similarly, such nonmarket transactions of information goods as Google searches or views of Wikipedia articles are an increasingly large share of the economy yet virtually invisible in the GDP statistics.
  
  Drawing on work done at the MIT Center for Digital Business and elsewhere, Brynjolfsson and Saunders explain how to better measure the value of technology in the economy. They treat technology as not just another type of ordinary capital investment by also focusing on complementary investments--including process redesign, training, and strategic changes--and ton he value of product quality, timeliness, variety, convenience, and new products.
  
  Innovation continues through booms and busts. This book provides an essential guide for policy makers and economists who need to understand how information technology is transforming the economy and how it will create value in the coming decade.
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Big Breaches: Cybersecurity Lessons for EveryoneApress, 2021

	Neil and Moudy have written a book that will help us reduce our exposure

	as a society to future “big breaches” but also to many of the technology

	risks we face in an increasingly digitized society. They do this not by

	presenting a “recipe” for success but by making the subject accessible to

	audiences who...
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Next Generation Networks: Perspectives and PotentialsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Next Generation Networks (NGN) provide ubiquitous connectivity with pervasive accessibility to service, application, content and information.  NGN will bring tremendous advantages to companies and individuals, in terms of access to information, education and knowledge, efficiency, dematerialisation and new user experiences.    
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Sports Psychology For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	Sports psychology is a relatively new field, but it’s one of the fastest-growing areas in sports performance. Professional sports are big money, and teams want a return on their investment in their players. So it should come as no surprise that every NFL, NBA, MLB, and NHL team employs someone trained in sports psychology to assist them...
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Programming JavaScript Applications: Robust Web Architecture with Node, HTML5, and Modern JS LibrariesO'Reilly, 2014

	
		Take advantage of JavaScript’s power to build robust web-scale or enterprise applications that are easy to extend and maintain. By applying the design patterns outlined in this practical book, experienced JavaScript developers will learn how to write flexible and resilient code that’s easier—yes, easier—to...
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Scientific Computing with MATLAB and Octave (Texts in Computational Science and Engineering)Springer, 2006

	This textbook is an introduction to Scientific Computing, in which several numerical methods for the computer solution of certain classes of mathematical problems are illustrated. The authors show how to compute the zeros or the integrals of continuous functions, solve linear systems, approximate functions by polynomials and construct...
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Al Application ProgrammingCharles River, 2003
The purpose of this book is to demystify the techniques associated with the  field of artificial intelligence. It will cover a wide variety of techniques  currently defined as "AI" and show how they can be useful in practical, everyday  applications.

Many books on artificial intelligence provide tutorials for AI methods, but...
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